Barty’s Bulletin - April 2020
The ‘Lockdown’ Issue
Featuring……..
Mindfulness & Positivity with Neilly B - fingers crossed for
the Rally!
*

*
*
*
*

The Garry Knowles Mileage Programme: (or how
many different ways to Newmarket, Norwich,
Reading, Guilford & Watford) aka Garry has a new
job title!
Discussion: Adnams - is this the ONLY brewery?
With Richard Stevens
47 ways to clean your laced wheels with Dick Hayes
Rally preparation: Ali’s top tips for wasp stings &
hangovers
This hedge will do - Ride out planning for the weak
bladder with Kevin Turner…..

Just kidding…..!
Thank-you to all our contributors "
Now Read On……………

Actually……..we all need a little bit
of humour right now but first..
Without an Editor it has been
difficult to get a newsletter out to
the Chapter and so, if you’re
thinking of stepping up to the
challenge, contact Neil, Roger, Lindz
or Dick to discuss the post. That
said (and now many of us are not in
or able to work) we have managed
to put this edition together for your
delight and delectation.
With the current Government
guidelines (as of 3rd April), clearly
ride-outs and events are postponed
or cancelled and we are keeping
everything crossed for our 28th
Rally in July to go ahead as planned.
Meanwhile, many of you will no
doubt have taken this opportunity
to catch up with long overdue DIY
and garden jobs ! …….or maybe
not! One thing is for sure, no-one
has an excuse for a dirty bike now!
With springtime now upon us, the
pull of the open road is a
temptation that we cannot satisfy
however once this ‘thing’ is over I for
one cannot wait to get back out
there with Woz and catch up with
family, friends and fish and chips by
the sea!
Keep safe friends and see you out
on the road when next we meet Lindz x

Hello Everyone, I thought I might
cheer you up and put out a little good
news in these troubled times.
This year’s Fenlanders 28th East of
England Rally is going ahead.
Everything is booked and plans made
for another great 3 night party. The
only thing that will stop us going
ahead will be Government Legislation.
Being the eternal optimist I do hope
this is all over before then.
I think we will all be in need of some
fun and I mean bags of it !
My thoughts are of course with those
who have lost loved ones , the sick ,
the frightened , the lonely and those
struggling financially.
I wish you all the very best . Take care
of yourselves and each other.
Neil B
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Notes from Neil:
Greetings everyone and hope you’re all keeping safe? Those that are having to work
during these unprecedented times deserve all our appreciation and we salute them; some
are members of this Chapter working on the frontline and to them we send our very best
wishes that they remain healthy too. Meanwhile we must all play our part in staying home
to protect our loved ones.
I have always been immensely proud that as a Chapter we have strived to help where we
can, support worthwhile causes and enjoy ourselves in the process; over the coming
months and years, there will be many who will need donations, and so we shall focus our
collective energies raising much needed funds by organising various events and ride-outs.
Your committee is always open to suggestions so get your thinking caps on!
When this dreadful episode has come to an end I for one will not be returning to the old ‘normal’, along with many
others, I shall be grateful that my family and friends came through this ordeal and together we shall appreciate each
other more, be mindful of helping those less fortunate than ourselves and supporting everyone to help build a better
community.
Some things however, will always be the same, including the bar at the Rally # and therefore when next we meet we
shall raise a glass and toast us all!
Take care my friends
Neil

director@fenlandershog.co.uk

07768 755255

Hi All,
Hope you are well and coping during these strange and uncertain times, I am still working,
albeit from home, weird interacting via Phone, Email and Online Chat rather than face to
face but we are still here for you, just remotely…
You can contact us by:
Email: garry.knowles@lind.co.uk
Telephone: 07434 700779
Online Chat: Click on our website and look for the chat box to the lower right of the page
We will re-book services just as soon as we know we can re-open and all booking will be
done in priority order. For Parts H-D did not manage to get the deliveries through so we are trying to get them
arranged asap, but obviously this depends when we can get back to the dealership. Sales have a load of bikes that
will be ready to go within a couple of days of opening too. We do have an online shop but the first thing to say is that
we are unable to ship anything until we return, but if you are bored you can check it out here: https://
onlinestore.lindhd.co.uk/
If your ride is due an MOT the Government have extended the date, in most cases until 3rd October, see our blog
https://blog.lind.co.uk/mot-due-dates-extended or see the oﬃcial .gov page https://www.gov.uk/getting-an-mot
H-D Bike Valuations:
H-D Insurance Services have a temporary Valuation process in place:
1. If the Motorcycle is one that has been supplied by the Dealership and therefore the Dealership is familiar
with that Motorcycle, an e-mail from the Dealership to confirm the valuation will suﬃce.
2. If the Motorcycle has not been supplied by the Dealership and the Dealership is not familiar with that
Motorcycle, then HDIS will ask the customer to supply photographic evidence of the Motorcycle to support the
agreed value request.
… So, If you need a valuation for your H-D Insurance, email me and I’ll sort H-D Insurance Cover:

-If you have been defined as a Key Worker by the

Government and need to travel between sites, you are
covered, you do not need to notify H-D Insurance
-If you are using your bike for voluntary purposes (not
being paid) again, you are covered, you do not need to
notify H-D Insurance
See elsewhere in this newsletter for the H-D Insurance
info notice
Our events, whilst postponed for the time being will
happen once we re-open, I have attached the full events
schedule, take no notice of the dates but at least you can
see what we will have coming up, first up will definitely
be our 24th Birthday Party, and this will be a party!
So, I guess that’s about it from me, save to say, please
stay at home, stay safe and we will ride again!
Finally, as always, if I can do anything to make your
Chapter or Dealership experience better, don’t hesitate to
call or better still see me at the shop, on rides or at
events, see you all out there!
Ride Safe, Garry 07434 700779 garry.knowles@lind.co.uk

Hi Guys,
Thought I would write to you in these unprecedented times just really to say hello,
as you are probably aware we tried to keep open as long we could but it
happened really quickly a week last Tuesday which I think was the 24th when we
closed.
Shop news, Mike has now been promoted to Dealer Principle for the Newmarket
shop and assumed this role on April 1st, as he has now full responsibility for the
running of the dealership, Mike who’s been with the company for just under 6 years as general sales manager, takes
over from Garry who is now a regional manager over several dealerships in the Lind Group.
I will of course still be the dealer rep and your point of contact for the foreseeable future so no change there then I
hear you say….
Product news, launch of the the softail standard which should be with us at the end of may, a great addition to the
range priced at £11495, this could be a winner for the brand as it is only £500 or so more than the top of the line
Sporty.
We had just before we closed on the Saturday a hand over of our very 1st EV bike, as we are not dealers at the
moment our Guildford branch prepared it and we had it transported up here for the customer to take delivery, first
time I had seen one in the “flesh” personally I was very impressed with it, engineering from Harley at its best….
Apart from that we as a shop can’t wait to get back open but we don’t really know when that will be, keep an eye on
the website for update and please stay safe, stay home.
All the Best
Richard

A Short history of Motorcycle Ambulances during WW1
Motorcycle ambulances were used during World War I by the British, French
and Americans. At the time the advantages of light weight, speed, and mobility
over larger vehicles was cited as the motive for the use of sidecar rigs in this
role. The US version had two stretchers arranged one on top of the other. The
French ambulance used a sidecar that held a single patient, who could either lie
down or sit up.
The British Red Cross Society used an 8 bhp (6 kW) NUT motorcycle with a
double decker sidecar like the US version. During testing it needed only a 9 ft
(2.7 m) turning area, versus 35 ft (11 m) for a motor car ambulance, and had a
lower fuel consumption of 55–65 mpg-US (4.3–3.6 L/100 km), compared with
12–17 mpg-US (20–14 L/100 km) for car ambulances. Due to lighter weight they
were said to be less likely to get stuck and could be pushed out more easily
than a large vehicle.
Sidecar ambulances were used in Redondo Beach, California in 1915, stationed at a bath house at a beach resort to reach
drowning victims quickly. Prior to using the motorcycle, life guards had to run or row up to several miles along the beach to
respond to calls. The Knightsbridge Animal Hospital and Institute, London, was using a sidecar ambulance to transport dogs in
1912, and this mode was still in use in 1937 by the Maryland Humane Society.
Photos: Above - Attaching cover end curtains
Left - Beach life guard motorcycle,
Redondo Beach, California 1915
Right - Demonstration of loading wounded
soldiers into motorcycle ambulance 1918

The iconic H-D cafe may have vanished from Las Vegas but
we are delighted to bring two recipes from the menu for you
to try at home…….
H-D Shooter Cocktail
Ingredients: 15ml Baileys Irish cream, 15ml Midori Melon Liqueur
4ml Jagermeister
In a cocktail mixer or jug add Baileys Irish Cream and Midori Melon Liqueur and
pour over ice. Stir and strain into a glass containing ice and top with Jagermeister
H-D Homestyle Meatloaf
Ingredients:
225gm bacon, 150gm chopped onion, 150gm chopped celery, 3/4 tbsp black pepper, 3/4 tbsp onion powder, 1 1/2 tbsp dried thyme
2 tbsp salt, 1 1/2 tbsp mustard powder, 1 1/2 tbsp paprika, 3/4 tbsp garlic powder, 250ml tomato juice or passata, 175ml evaporated
milk, 300gm dry breadcrumbs, 4 eggs, 2.25Kg Minced Beef
Preheat oven to 450 degrees F, 230 degrees C or Gas Mark 8.
Cook bacon in frying pan, remove, drain and chop. Leave drippings in pan and saute (but do not brown) onion and celery. Add pepper,
onion powder, thyme, salt, mustard, paprika and garlic powder. Cook for 10 minutes. Remove pan from heat and add tomato juice and
evaporated milk. Mix bread crumbs with eggs and add to meat. Add spice mixture and bacon to meat mixture and mix gently. Place
mixture in two or three 8 x 4 inch individual loaf pans. Cook until done, about 40 to 50 minutes, or until internal temperature reaches 160
degrees on a meat thermometer.

Eat meatloaf hot with condiments of your choice and wash down with a shot…or two!

CROATIA 2011

The Bullet Proof Tour

With Martin, Viv, Maria and Neil

Twelve months ago I began thinking of where we could visit on our summer tour for 2011. I had thought about heading down to Rome, taking the
German train down and riding back through Europe. Then Harley Davidson announced that the 2011 European Rally was to be held in Croatia.
Maria and myself had been to the then Yugoslavia nearly thirty years previous and remembered it to be a very beautiful country. What better reason
to return than to do it on a Harley. Initially, Martin had been very reserved about the idea, concerned with Croatia’s recent troubled past and
fearsome of hostile natives! A small amount (OK quite a lot) of persuasion and Martin was coerced into the trip.
Being a bit obsessive I had it in my head that it would be a good idea to get a spare drive belt to take with me on the trip, the reasoning being that it
is not too big of a job to replace if it did happen to break (the belt having done over 60,000 miles). If the big end goes, well tough luck, just phone
the RAC and get a hire car. However, if the belt breaks I reasoned that it could be replaced quite quickly and we could be on our way, that is if and
only ‘if’ the dealer has a belt. So about four weeks before our trip I ordered a spare belt from 'Black Bear' but they were on back order. Weekly, then
daily phone calls but to no avail, still on order. Late on the Thursday before we were to leave, I got a call, “the belt has arrived but unfortunately it’s
too late to post out”. What do I do, being a believer in ‘sods’ law I knew that if I took a spare belt then I wouldn’t need it but if I didn’t then the worst
would happen!. For me there was no option but a quick 150 mile detour on the way to work the next morning. I went to 'Black Bear' and collected
the spare belt just in time to set oﬀ that evening.
Well here we were, after many months of planning the time had arrived, Martin, Viv, Maria and myself were heading oﬀ to Croatia for the European
HOG rally. We had planned the ‘Short’ route, to take the Harwich / Hook ferry over to Holland, then on through Germany, Austria, Slovenia and
Croatia, arriving at the rally two days early, staying for the rally and then returning the longer route back up and across through France returning by
the Euro tunnel.
Friday 20th May (Home to Harwich)
We had arranged to meet Martin & Viv at the Capel St. Mary services to fuel up together before heading oﬀ for the Harwich ferry. When we arrived at
the services Martin and Viv were already there, eager and excited. Unfortunately no fuel was available, the UK border Agency had turned up, closed
the services and were promptly carting away the service station staﬀ in handcuﬀs. All in all a very entertaining start to our trip. We fueled up
elsewhere and proceeded to the ferry with more entertainment to come.
Arriving at check in / customs, we were confronted with two queues. A quick assessment to see which was moving the quickest and as in any
supermarket I made the wrong choice, slow moving is an under statement. Eventually checked in, oﬀ Maria and myself went, only to glance in the
mirrors to see Martin and Viv being stopped by customs who wanted to check their luggage. I understand the conversation went something like
‘who packed your bags sir’ replied by ‘the wife did, if you want to unpack it then you better repack it because it took three hours to get all that in
there’. The rather measly looking customs oﬃcer, retreating from a conflict with these ‘rough and ready’ bikers noted Martins ‘spec savers’ case in
the top of the bag. Promptly he changed the conversation to his history of disasters with ‘spec savers’ only to finish by saying well oﬀ you go then
sir have a nice journey’ – British border control at their finest.
We boarded the ferry, found our cabins, found the bar, re-found our cabins and settled in for what must have been the calmest crossing ever.
Saturday 21st May (Hook of Holland to Gremsdorf Germany)

We were awoke at 5am by the early morning call only to realise that the 6am call was European time. Perhaps we shouldn’t have stayed in the bar
until 1am (2am). We disembarked and were oﬀ. Motorway all the way today we needed to cover 420 miles to get to the evening hotel at Gremsdorf.
A rather uneventful journey through Holland and Germany. Overtaking on the German motorways took a little practice to gauge how fast the traﬃc
from behind was approaching, it seems the Germans take their lack of speed limits quite literally. Even riding at a steady 70-80 mph cars were
passing us as though we were standing still.
The weather was dry and sunny becoming hotter all day, by mid afternoon the temperature was in the mid 20’s, rather hot when you are still wearing
full thermals and liners. Then just 10 miles from our hotel for the evening the clouds bubbled up, the rain started, then the hail and then the torrent.
The water must have been an inch deep running across the motorway, visibility nil and slowing to 20 mph still seemed a little too fast. There was no
shelter anywhere so on we carried at a snails pace. As quick as it had appeared the storm cleared and in ten minutes by the time we reached our
hotel we were dry.
Arriving at the hotel we rode into the courtyard and parked the bikes in front of the garages we had reserved. It was then that a frantic Fraulein
appeared, waving her hands and shouting in German at us, didn’t she realise that we were English? It seemed that a wedding party were due to
arrive and our bikes were blocking the way, I explained to the Fraulein in ‘true Brit’ fashion, speaking very slowly but very loudly, I explained that we
had a reservation. It seemed to work, the garage doors were opened for us and we were ushered into the garage along with the bikes only moments
before the bride and groom arrived in a beautiful vintage Mercedes. The girls admired the bride and the boys admired the car.
As we settled into the hotel, the Fraulein turned out to be rather pleasant once she had received the newly weds unhindered by unkempt and noisy
bikers. We enjoyed an excellent meal, a few beers and made the company of a group of German bikers on a weekend trip from Frankfurt.
All in all it was a good start to our trip.
Sunday 22nd May (Gremsdorf to Obersalzberg)
Well rested and a full breakfast set us up for the days traveling. The morning was to be mostly motorways through Germany, the final destination a
small Gasthof on the Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden.
Two events set today’s riding apart from the previous. Having now become quite used to the passengers of passing cars pointing cameras and
taking our photos, one driver seemed a little too excited. Having passed us and then slowed for us to pass him, this occurred several times. We
were approaching the slip road to the services when the driver became more frantic, flashing his hazard lights and beckoning us to leave the
motorway. Concerned that maybe something was wrong with the bike, I waved at Martin who was following to come aside and confirm that all was
OK, a positive reply and as the manic driver turned oﬀ to the services we quickly sped oﬀ along the motorway. Imagining all kinds of things I could
see the newspapers now “escaped German lunatic slaughters lonely English bikers in revenge for 1966”.
The second event of the day was an encounter at a later fuel stop where we met three ‘Geordie’ lads who were traveling by car to Bulgaria. One of
the lads asked about the bikes and where we were going. We told him that we were oﬀ to Biograd. He replied that he had been to Biograd saying
“that’s in Serbia isn’t it”. Knowing that I was going to Biograd in Croatia, a minor disagreement as to the whereabouts of ‘Biograd’ ensued. Not
wishing to engage in a full scale argument with a ‘Geordie’, 600 miles from home and in the middle of Germany, I curtly agreed that he must be right
and that I obviously didn’t know where I was going. The relevance of this encounter would become more apparent later in our trip.

After about 200 miles of motorway we finally left the madness of high speed Mercedes’ and Audi’s behind us, heading across the country roads for
the last twenty odd miles to the Obersalzberg. Arriving early afternoon we had time for a visit to the Kehlsteinhaus, otherwise known as the ‘Eagles
Nest’. This is the small house built on top of the Obersalzberg Mountain as a fiftieth birthday present for Adolf Hitler. It is often confused as having
been his home but in fact the Berghof that Hitler lived in sat at the bottom of the mountain and has long since been destroyed. Hitler had only visited
the Kehlsteinhaus a few times and never slept there, having a dislike of heights and a disposition to the rarified mountain air. It was this fact that had
saved it from demolition by the allies after the war.
We made our way to the parking area from where you are transported by special bus up 700 metres higher along a 4 metre wide mountain road
winding its way to the base of the mountain peak. Knowing that Martin dislikes heights I had unfortunately forgotten all the information I had read
about which side of the bus you should sit on for the best views. Guess who was sitting on the wrong (right?) side of the bus when it climbed up the
mountain with a shear drop of several hundred metres only centimeters from the edge of the road. From the upper bus park we walked through a
124 metre tunnel that leads to a Brass elevator that carries you the last 124 metres up to the top and to the Kehlsteinhaus itself set at 1834 metres
elevation. Today it has been converted to a restaurant and the main lower rooms are only open to private tours but there still remains much to see
and with an interest in this era of history I thoroughly enjoyed my visit.
The views from the terrace are quite stunning, overlooking the surrounding mountain ranges. We stopped for a drink on the terrace and it seems that
in my excitement at being there, I forgot to ‘tip’ the waiter who apparently looked most disgruntled when I ‘pocketed’ the change with out a thought.
Still never mind, at about 18 Euro’s for three soft drinks and a hot chocolate I doubt he was going to be poor.
After a couple of hours visiting the Kehlsteinhaus it was time to leave for the Gasthof. It was only about 5 miles but the road to the Gasthof was a toll
road called the ‘Rossfeldstrasse’. The road climbs steeply up into the mountains and crosses in and out between the borders of Germany and
Austria. The road is excellent, plenty of hairpins and panoramic views. At 15.4 kilometres long and reaching a height of 1600 metres it took about 40
minutes to ride from end to end, something to stir you at the end of a long day. Passing the exit toll we continued along the road for about 400
metres and there was the Gasthof Pechausl, a solitary building in the middle of a rolling meadow on the upper slopes of the valley, it was a true
‘Heidi’ house as Maria likened to call it. We parked the bikes and were greeted by Fraulein Metzenleitner, our hostess, dressed in traditional
‘Bavarian’ costume. Having carried the bags to the rooms and leaving the girls to shower first, Martin and myself rendezvoused to the terrace for a
couple of pre-dinner beers. Martin tried to call home but there was no signal at the top of the mountain valley. A family of Americans dining at a
nearby table complained that there was no ‘wifi’, for me it had just got better thinking that I was in heaven.
Despite our complete lack of German and only a limited knowledge of English by our hosts, we all managed to ‘discover’ something good on the
menu this evening. Following a wholesome meal and a few more beers, the feather beds in our rooms beckoned.

Hot Chocolate at the Kehlstein Haus

Looking at you, looking at me

Riding the RossfeldStrasse (1)

Riding the Rossfeldstrasse (2)

Hey Ma, I’m on top of the world

Our ‘Heidi’ House

Sunset over Berchtesgaden

Day 4 – Monday 23rd May (Obersalzberg, Germany to Ika, Croatia)
I awoke early this morning at about 6 o’clock. Not wishing to disturb anyone I snuck downstairs for a smoke on the terrace. Finding that even our
hosts were not up yet I had to let myself out.
These are the times I often most enjoy on a trip, not a soul to be seen, the only sound being the rushing water of a nearby stream. The weather had
changed, above a thin veil of cloud shielded the sky and below a blanket of mist and low cloud enclosed the valley. I sat in a tranquil pocket as
though in a nether world between heaven and earth. I enjoyed this peacefulness for some time before the children of our hosts appeared and set on
their way to school. The quietness was broken by them calling to their friends further down the valley, but even this was unique. Not a bullish shout
to their friends, the call they made sounded exactly like that of a mountain goat, the reply from their friends below equally the same. Could there be
a better way to start the day.
Today was to be one of the milestones in our trip. We would ride through four countries in a single day. Starting in Germany, passing through Austria,
on through Slovenia and arriving in Northern Croatia for the night.
After yet another breakfast of only the freshest foods (why can we not get these at home?) we loaded the bikes and set oﬀ down the valley. We only
had about 10 miles to travel before reaching the Austrian border but as we reached the bottom of the valley we were met by road works. Two
workers deep in a hole across one side of the road, the other side blocked by a digger apparently digging the hole whilst the two men were in it! We
stopped the bikes to decide on an alternative route. Then, what appeared to be a local car passed us heading towards the digger which promptly
moved out of the way and allowed the driver to pass. With that we re-started the bikes and drove towards the digger only to be met with a
menacing glare and a reluctance to move out of the way for these foreign bikers. After a few moments pause the driver of the digger slowly and
reluctantly reversed up to ‘almost’ allow us to pass. Being impatient or maybe fearful that the digger driver might change his mind I took the oﬀ road
option and proceeded to ride over the sand pile next to him. Meanwhile, Martin waited a little longer and upset the digger driver even more when
refusing to take the oﬀ road option he insisted that the digger driver back up further, eventually he did and we were on way.
Entering Austria we joined the main motor way heading South at Hallein. The weather had improved but not for long. We began to climb, the
motorway ascending into the mountains, the weather became wetter. It was as though we were in the clouds rather than as if it were raining. We
entered a tunnel of several kilometers and welcomed the warmth although this was short lived. As we left the tunnel it was raining heavily and we
were became thoroughly wet. Then another tunnel approached and we were dried oﬀ in the warmth of the tunnel. This process of rain and tunnel
drying was repeated several times over the next 30 minutes, it felt like being in a washing machine, washed and dried several times.
Eventually we passed through a longer tunnel that cut through the main ridge of the mountain and as we emerged the skies cleared. The sun
appeared and the temperature rose swiftly. A few more miles and it was time for a stop, feasting upon Austrian cakes and strudels.
Travelling onwards we left Austria and entered Slovenia through the ‘Karawanken’ tunnel. The tunnel is 7.8 kilometers long and it must be the worst
ventilated tunnel in Europe. The walls and roof of the tunnel transform from a white concrete at the entrance to become a black hole by the time you
reach the middle. With the red and green lights to either side of the tunnel it was reminiscent of being launched on a Disney ride into the darkness. I
cannot imagine though that Disney would allow the smog that lingered in the air, stinging your eyes and lining your mouth with a taste worse than a
Saturday night Kebab. Choking at every breath, this was far diﬀerent to the pure mountain air of this mornings departure. Fifteen minutes later we
emerged to the brightest sunshine and the temperature rose well into the 20’s. The landscape changed from the powerfully rugged mountains of
Austria to a more gentle, green and lush land. The Mountains were still impressive but had a more smooth, softer texture as though painted in ‘water
colour’ and not the sculptured ‘oil paints’ of those we had previously passed.

We left the motorway and headed across country towards Pivka to enter Croatia at the ‘Jelsane border crossing.
I had worried if it would be diﬃcult at the Croatian border, how long would we be delayed, how intrusive would any search be? It turned out to be
very easy, the Slovenians waved us goodbye and the Croatian Oﬃcer having glanced at our passports duly stamped them and welcomed us into his
country. This easy passage was not to be for all of the Harley riders that had assembled at the border. A Belgian guy traveling with about a dozen of
his mates, who were now happily waiting for him on the Croatian side, had been held in ‘no mans land’. It seems that he had traveled all the way
from Belgium without his identity card and having no borders in Europe meant he hadn’t needed it until now. The Slovenians had allowed him to
leave, but the Croatians were most definitely not going to allow him entry without identification, he was firmly stuck in the middle. We talked with his
friends of his dilemma, they had booked hotels etc but it seemed that he would have no option but to return, either to Slovenia and find an embassy
to obtain papers or the worst case back to Belgium. Feeling a little smug I reminded Martin and Viv of the ‘pre-flight’ checklist I had prepared telling
them of all the paper work they should carry and not to forget. It was of much amusement before we had left home but now seemed to have been
prudent as we left the Belgians to their dilemma and headed oﬀ to the Adriatic coast for the evening.
Reaching our hotel, a routine was developing. Unload the bike, the girls take a shower and the boys go for a beer, I think we were learning fast!
Today had seen a dramatic change in scenery, from breakfasting on the upper slopes in some of Germany’s highest mountains to dining alfresco in
a rugged cove on the Adriatic coastline, literally a stones throw from the pebbly beach and aquamarine waters.
‘Ika’, where we were staying has a coastal promenade stretching 6 kilometres Eastwards to Opatija and a further 6 kilometres West to Lovran.
Winding its way in and out of the numerous rocky coves and headlands, Maria and I had walked the entire length on our previous visit to Opatija and
we were quite happy to have a short after dinner walk. This was much to Martin’s relief fearing that I may drag him on a marathon route march at the
end of a long day.
We settled for a short stroll, ‘promenading’ in continental fashion for a while before returning to the hotel for a few more drinks and finally fell into to
bed after another excellent day.

Our Hotel By the Beach

Morning paddle before the days riding

Tuesday 24th May (Ika to Biograd-Na-Mura)
This morning we ‘took’ breakfast on the terrace, warming in the early morning sunshine and in splendour of the view. Small fishing boats having
returned with their catch, the fishermen unloading, preparing and selling their fish to the local restaurateurs.
After breakfast and with time to spare today, we paddled in the sea. The water was cool but not sharp, it freshened and invigorated us for the days
riding that lie ahead.
As we left Ika and in order to avoid the bustling resort of Opatija and the regional capital Rijeka, we chose to return to the motorway but only for a
short distance. Today’s ride was one of the rides that I had most anticipated, it was the ‘route 8’ coastal highway. The road runs for about 300 miles
along the Adriatic coast, hugging the coastline of the mountains that rise steeply from the sea. We were to ride only 160 miles of the road but I was
not to be disappointed. As we left the motorway, that had risen into the hills behind Rijeka, the exit ramp gave a glimpse of what lie ahead. The road
jettisoned itself from the cliﬀs into a ‘helter skelter’ spiraling below us and supported on stilts from the quickly disappearing ground below. The road
was winding its way back down to sea level and we were now on the ‘Route 8’ that I had awaited.
It is diﬃcult to describe, but of all the roads that I have ridden or driven through Europe, the country roads of the Ardenne, the Mediterranean coast
roads of France or the mountain passes of Switzerland, this road was proving to be what I can only describe in my opinion to be ‘the best in
Europe’. The surface is good and with very little traﬃc. The road climbs and falls, turns and twists, in and out of every cove and very seldom more
than twenty metres from the Adriatic Sea with views across to the Islands that litter the coastline of Croatia. This paradise of riding continues for mile
after mile never seeming to end. Generally the coastal land is uninhabited save for the odd house here or there, occasionally passing through a
small village or fisher man’s cove below, stunning scenery to either side. Travelling along the road we did glimpse signs of Croatia’s recent troubled
past, scattered amongst the homes and businesses were many bullet strewn, derelict and abandoned houses just left to collapse. Apparently during
the ‘war’ of the 1990’s, those of Bosnian and Serb ethnicity either fled or were forced from there homes and have never returned. Uncertainty to the
legality of ownership seemingly prevents these buildings from being re-developed and they remain as a scar upon the land, a reminder of troubles
not so recently passed. We were later to see much more of this in the hinterlands of Biograd. The first sight of these buildings seemed to resurface
Martin’s pre-trip concerns of being shot at!
With the nature of the road our average speeds were much slower today. Having stopped for lunch and a couple of coﬀee breaks we arrived at
Biograd not much before 4 O’clock. Settling into our hotel the routine continued and a beer on the terrace much needed after the tiring but stunning
days ride. Our hotel the ‘Illirija’ was at the centre of events, the local bars and restaurants 100 metres to the North and the Stage and rally village 100
metres to the South. It seemed that our hotel was ‘Harley Central’. It appeared that all the ‘Harley Davidson’ personnel were staying at our hotel. As
we sat drinking our beers I noticed many faces that I had only seen in magazines and on the Internet, we were obviously mixing in the upper circles!
The town was relatively quiet but preparations for the rally were evident. The stands and stalls were being erected and a few early arrivals were
sheltering from the evening sun in the many bars that lined the promenade.
Returning to the room I was greeted by Maria looking very depressed. For traveling down here and to avoid having to load and unload all the bags
every evening, we had put what few clothes we needed for traveling in one of the side pannier bags. All our other clothes for the time here and the
return journey were packed in the remaining side pannier and the ’posh’ new ‘saddleman’ bag that we had bought. These had stayed on the bike
and Maria was now unpacking them for the first time when she discovered that all the clothes in the ‘saddleman’ were soaking wet. This could have
only been from our dowsing in Austria two days previous. Maria, fraught at the sight of her clothes wet and screwed up, was not impressed when I

said that at least my clothes from the other side pannier were ok! It took several drinks, late into the evening and with the promise to buy something
new to finally lift Maria’s mood!
More bikes continued to arrive late into the evening as we sat on the hotels terrace, drinking a few beers and reliving today’s ride. We had arrived at
our destination and relaxed in readiness for the rally, also to enjoy six days without loading and unloading the bikes each day.

Helter Skelter Motorway exit (1)

Helter Skeleter Motorway exit (2)

Highway ‘8’ Croatian Coast Road (1)

Highway ‘8’ Croatian Coast Road (2)

Fishing Cove on Coast Road

Wednesday 25th May (at Biograd-Na-Mura)
This morning we rose late enjoying the opportunity of a lie-in. We decided that we would spend the day around the town seeing what was on our
doorstop and to enjoy a bike free day.
In the morning we first strolled down to the rally site to see if the traders were open yet, there were a few but their number was rather disappointing,
maybe Croatian customs made it diﬃcult for them to get here, I don’t really know? As we walked around we met two English guys, one from the
Essex chapter, the other from Chelsea & Fulham. They regaled us of their adventure in getting here. (This is where the relevance of our disagreement
with the ‘Geordie’ lads at the German services a few days early became apparent.) These two guys had booked a hotel, set Biograd into the SatNav
and simply followed the directions given, duly arriving in Biograd, SERBIA, three hundred miles away from here. Not only the wrong town but the
wrong country! I understand they began to figure out that something was wrong when they reached the Hungarian border! Seemingly, Biograd is in
Serbia just as the ‘Geordie’ lads had told us and apparently we were staying at Biograd-Na-Mura, in Croatia. I must learn never to doubt some one
who is as assured about themselves as the ‘Geordie’ lads were, humble pie for dinner to night I think.
Later in the morning we walked into and around Biograd (CROATIA!). The town itself is a mix of old fishing port and tourist resort seemingly
developed in the Yugoslavian tourist boom of the 1980’s and 1990’s. There were a few newer Hotels but signs that a lot more development was
underway. The old town around the peninsula was very pretty, quaint narrow cobbled streets lined with a few souvenir shops and lots of cafes, bars
and restaurants. Most were aimed at the German tourist market whom I assume are the majority of visitors to this area, outside of a ‘Harley Rally’
that is.
The Promenade that stretched from our hotel around the old town peninsula opens up into a very large new marina full of expensive looking yachts
which seemed to amplify the apparent wealth disparity in Croatia between the old and the new. Beyond this was the main residential and central
commercial area. This area seemed to have been developed under the previous communist regime, much of the town housing consisted of large
‘social housing’ buildings built from the ubiquitous grey concrete synonymous with the communist era. Don’t misunderstand me when I make this
description. Whilst this part of the town was not as pretty as the ‘old’ nor were the buildings of great architectural merit, together they gave a
glimpse of modern history, of a time that I personally find interesting.

With everyone now tiring of my social history lesson’s, we took to the shade of one of the many bars for a cool beer. The temperature rising towards
and past 30°C, it would stay this way for several days to follow. Martin and Viv decided to take a siesta, whilst Maria and I went for a swim on the
beach near our hotel (mad dogs and Englishmen and all that). The Beach (well it was listed as a beach) was actually stones and pebbles. This is
where I regretted not buying those cheap flip flops I had seen in the souvenir shops we had visited this morning. Maria ‘smug’ in her designer ‘jellys’
she had brought from home, waded into the water whilst I ‘tippy toed’ across the stones, apparently sounding like a ‘monkey’ as I ‘eee’ ‘owed’ &
‘oughed’ at every stone that was stabbing at my soft feet. The water felt cold at first but we soon acclimatised and cooling us from the heat of the
sun it seemed to sooth away every mile we had ridden on the days before. Being more accustomed to the North Sea I always find it a little
disconcerting when you can see all the fish swimming below you, but thankfully there were no jelly fish to be seen as I later learnt that these can be
a big problem here at certain times of the year.
Later in the afternoon we returned to our hotel, Martin had received a text from Dick & Debbie who had arrived today. We met up with them at the
bar for a drink and to swap stories of the journey down. Whilst we had taken the Harwich / hook ferry, Dick & Deb had crossed at Dover recording
over 1,400 miles to get here compared to our now measly seeming 1174 miles. Damn I thought, they have an extra 200 miles towards the chapter
challenge, damn those dastardly D&D’s.
The evening was spent with an uneventful stroll down to the rally site and towards the neighbouring campsite, a pleasant walk in the cooler evening
air.
Thursday 26th May (at Biograd-Na-Mura)
Today we were heading inland approx 40 miles to the Krka national park and to visit Skradinski Buk, a series of waterfalls set in a lush green gorge.
Leaving the hotel with ‘Google’ map in hand and metal plate in head as my only means of navigation we headed South along the coastal road
before turning inland in towards Skradin. At first the road was as straight as a die with open scrublands to either side, undulating and a heat haze
appearing between us and the distant mountains. The scenery was similar to many images I have seen of the long straight roads of the American
mid-west and I imagined myself riding into the desert. We continued through the very pretty countryside reaching a village called Stankovci where
we were greeted by a ‘T’ junction at the main road. It was here that the Google map and metal plate let us down, believing I had taken the wrong
direction at the junction we turned around and headed in what ‘felt’ like the right direction, only it wasn’t! A 20 mile detour plus directions from some
bemused locals at a bar in Benkovac and we were back on track heading towards the Krka national park.
Arriving at the entrance of the park, we left the bikes and boarded the special buses that would take us down into the gorge to visit the waterfalls.
On leaving the bus you are guided to a boardwalk that winds its way through the upper falls, at every turn a more spectacular view of the pools and
woodlands that surrounded us. The boardwalk continued until reaching the bottom where the main falls appear. The main falls are maybe only
fifteen to twenty metres high but about eighty to one hundred metres wide, cascading into a large pool before flowing into the main river. It is here
that you are allowed to swim almost to the base of the falls. The temperature again feeling like it was reaching thirty plus degrees, Martin choose the
shade of the trees whilst Maria and Viv waded in the shallows, I just had to dive straight in. The water temperature surprisingly warm, I would guess
it was warmer than the sea had been the previous day. Again in the heat of the mid-afternoon this was both exhilarating and soothing. Swimming
beneath the waterfalls was probably one of the highlights of the whole trip for me.
All too soon my dreams of being ‘Tom Sawyer’, drifting gently downriver, were over and we were returning to the hotel for dinner. The roads back to
the hotel were every bit as good as those that we had travelled out on this morning.

Following dinner we had intended to take a stroll along to the rally site to see the evening’s bands, however, Martin was struck down with a touch of
‘Montezuma’s revenge’ ( I have no idea how that translates into Croatian) and needless to say he did not wish to stray too far from the hotel room.
Leaving Martin to suﬀer in silence and feeling no guilt, Maria, Viv and I relaxed on the balcony watching the comings and goings below whilst
starting on the JD and Bacardi that I had found space for at the last minute whilst packing the bike.
This was also the evening of the ‘Polish’ invasion. About thirty members of the Warsaw chapter arrived at our hotel deciding that the empty space
adjacent to the hotel’s terrace bar was the ideal parking lot. The hotel staﬀ seemed rather fraught as the Polish crew duly rode their bikes through
the terrace dispersing chairs and tables as they went. The staﬀ frantically ran out to move what remaining parasols and furniture they could before
they were scattered to the four corners. Parked and assembled the Polish reorganized the tables once more, setting up an enclave from whence the
drinking and singing began. It was really very entertaining and made me envious that more ‘Fenlanders’ were not here to enjoy ourselves similarly.

Krka Waterfall (1)

Krka Waterfall (2)

Friday 27th May (at Biograd-Na-Mura)
This morning Martin was feeling somewhat better but declined the fried breakfast in lieu of Yogurt and other more wholesome oﬀerings. After
breakfast we headed oﬀ to visit Zadar, a historical walled city about 20 miles North of Biograd. As we left Biograd it was beginning to get very busy,
bikes everywhere, lining every road and every hotel or guesthouse car park was full of Harleys. Riding to Zadar there were groups of riders traveling
in all directions, everyone out to take benefit from the cooler morning air as by midday the temperature was forecast to be well above 30ºC. Arriving
at Zadar, already it was becoming very hot, stripping down in the car park to change into shorts felt more comfortable.

We had parked near the main harbour just outside the ramparts of the city walls. Zadar is a very busy port with ferry services to the main Adriatic
and Mediterranean resorts, the large ferries lined the quayside. An arched gateway led us into the old part of the city, the narrow streets and
interesting buildings in the architectural style of both Roman and more modern Italian influence. Zadar appeared to be one of the more aﬄuent cities
we had seen in Croatia with many designer shops and jewelers. Thankfully they also observed the Italian siesta philosophy with the shops closing at
1pm and not re-opening until 7pm. Arriving at noon meant that Maria was slightly disappointed at the limited shopping time and leaving me thinking
I’d had a good result, a shopping trip with no purchases other than a local road map! The shops closing we relaxed at one of the many pavement
café’s for a while, sheltering from the midday heat.
Rested and refreshed we carried on our tour of the city heading towards the promenade to visit the ‘Sea Organ’. En route we passed through what
appeared to be the university area. It was full of fashionably dressed students having finished their studies for the day and now sipping their
cappuccino’s and socializing at the chic’ terrace bars and café’s. The atmosphere was one of an ‘Avant Garde’ society, something I was not
expecting to find in Croatia.
Reaching the promenade we went in search of the ‘Sea Organ’ passing the city’s magnificent church and basilica along the way. Eventually reaching
it, I was impressed by such an ingenious piece of engineering. Consisting of a section of the promenade perhaps 75 meters long that is stepped
down into the sea, the risers of the steps are slotted and form the ‘pipes’ of the organ that lies beneath. As the sea gently washes in a rich
'volumous' sound is emitted from the slots of the steps. We were all quite happy to just sit here for a while, the girls paddling in the water, Martin and
I relaxing in the sun, just listening to the sound of the lapping sea and soothing tones of the ‘Sea Organ’. We could have stayed a lot longer but a
descending party of school children said it was time to move on. We headed back to the bikes walking around the quay towards the harbour where
we had parked only to discover that ‘Harley’ were holding the custom bike show on the quay head. There was the usual range of machines on
display ranging from the ‘I want it’ to the ‘how do you ride it’ and the ‘I wouldn’t want to try and ride it’. This was a very enjoyable end to our visit to
Zadar.
After dinner and with Martin feeling a lot better tonight, it was oﬀ to the rally site to watch the bands but not before a few drinks on the balcony. The
rally area was busier tonight but still not ‘heaving’. There appeared to be more locals and members of other bike clubs gathered here, seemingly the
usual ‘HOG’ members were populating the bars of the town and camp site were live music was also being played. We stayed for a few hours to
watch ‘Queen on fire’ and ‘The Aﬀray’. We had previously seen both these bands at the Lake Garda rally a few years ago. The lead singer of ‘Queen
on fire’ had either been replaced or was suﬀering in some way. He struggled with many of the songs and they were a shadow of the band that we
had seen before. ‘The Aﬀray’ however did not disappoint, playing a mix from punk to rock to blues they ‘wowed’ the crowd who came to life and
appreciated the energy of these guys after the earlier disappointing ‘queen’ performance. The talented lead guitarist played a couple of excellent
solos. The combination of music, a few drinks and the lighting from the beachside stage reflecting in the sea all became quite hypnotic. We left and
returned to the hotel as ‘The Aﬀray’ finished their third or fourth encore, it was all a little hazy now and my bed was calling.
Saturday 28th May (at Biograd-Na-Mura)
This morning another good breakfast cleared the slightly fuzzy head.
The plan today was to visit the Velebit national park, seeing Visoki buk’ (another waterfall) and the Zrmanja Canyon. As we left Biograd, the town
was now buzzing, more and more bikes of all makes and styles had or were still arriving, there was literally no room left at the Inn. Armed with a
proper local map we rode out with purpose. Riding towards Benkovac once more (the town in which we had sort directions on the earlier days
detour) and now being familiar with the town’s road layout, we confidently passed through Benkovac heading towards Obervac. It is surprising how
quickly you can become blasé with the natural beauty that surrounds you when immersed within it continuously. The roads we were riding and the

scenery around us would at any other time be described as stunning, yet today it felt as though we were just riding another country road. Maybe it
was tiredness from the night before, but it wasn’t until we rode nearer and into the mountains that I began to feel the excitement of the journey once
again. The roads became more interesting, twisting and climbing, although for the first time in Croatia they were wet in places, a solitary storm cloud
having recently passed over the mountain.
The descent into Obervac could only be described as nerve wracking. It was a steeply descending road that serpentines down the side of the
mountain into Obervac below. Not greatly diﬀerent to several others that we had ridden, but for the surface. Many of the roads in Croatia are
concrete, I assume due to the extreme heat of the summers, however the Croatian idea of resurfacing a road is to simply ‘grind oﬀ’ the top surface
leaving a very deeply ‘rutted’ finish. Downhill and still wet the road did not give much confidence when having to slow for the hairpins!
Stopping in Obervac we stocked up with provisions of water, crisps and chocolate! A quick check of the map and we headed oﬀ, the road climbing
again up the other side of the valley. Leaving the main road and descending down a small lane back towards the river, I noticed something lying in
the road. Avoiding these ‘bits’ in the road I glanced down as we passed to see that they were empty rifle shells, one of the more disconcerting
moments of the trip! Luckily Martin had not seen the shells or I am sure he would have started worrying again. Reaching the bottom it was apparent
that my map reading left a little to be desired. We were not at the waterfalls I had hoped for but were faced with barbed wire fences and the security
gate of a hydro-electric plant! As we stopped to recheck the map a stern faced guard marched forthrightly towards us. Immediately I delegated
‘road captain’ duties to Martin, immersing myself in the map leaving him to ‘meet and greet’ the ‘locals’. Once again though, Martin’s imitable ‘I’m
British’ approach refusing to try and speak the ‘lingo’ seemed to work. The guard began to smile, laugh at our wrong turning and promptly gave us
the right directions, all in perfect English.
Eventually finding the waterfalls it was again a picture postcard setting. Leaving the bikes we walked around the falls to find a shady spot along the
river bank to rest and enjoy our crisps and chocolate picnic.
Before setting oﬀ I re-checked the map. Standing by the river with the sun on my back I knew that we were South of the river but the fuzziness took
over. We had started our ride today on the South side of the river yet had crossed it three times, how could we be on the South side still? Martin to
the rescue, explaining that one of the crossings was not in fact the main river but a tributary. The winding roads enclosed by rock cliﬀs either side
were certainly playing havoc with my sense of direction today, I must learn to trust my instincts. As we left, we were greeted with a fork in the road,
to the right what appeared a track covered with mud, to the left the road rising to the hill tops, I trusted my instincts and left it was. Riding past
farms with old fashioned dome shaped haystacks, the road climbed, gradually falling into disrepair. The road wound its way along the side of the
hills with sharp drops to the river valley below. Passing an elderly man and his wife with scythe in one hand, freshly cut crops in the other, on we
carried. At this point the road came to an abrupt finish, heading oﬀ to the distant hill top was only a gravel track. Beside us, peering over a wall, a
cow and its calf looked at us as if to ask are you lost again? The cow was gazing at us with such a look on its face that for a moment it too seemed
as though it was laughing at us. I think the sun must have been getting to me!
With no other option and saying goodbye to the cow and its calf, we turned around heading back down to the river. Not wishing to return the way
we had come this morning, the only choice of route was the mud covered road that my instincts had told me to ignore. This of course turned out to
be the right road. The mud disappeared after a hundred yards or so and the road widened. Riding along I began thinking that maybe I should invest
in a Sat Nav but then I remembered the two guys who we had met and had relied on their Sat Nav to get to Croatia only to end up in Serbia! Maybe
the wrong turnings and being lost weren’t so bad, it was after all part of the adventure really.

Time was now against us, wishing to be back at the hotel for tonight’s entertainment meant that we had to return via the motorway and missed the
opportunity to visit the Zrmanja canyon. As we rode along the motorway we saw glimpses of the canyon in the distance below us, it certainly looked
worthy of a visit if one day we return to Croatia.
Tonight at dinner our waitress informed us that there was to be a ‘Grand Firework’ display at 10.00 pm right in front of the hotel. We could see the
pontoons that had been anchored in the sea outside our hotel from where the fireworks were to be launched. Martin and Viv’s balcony had prime
position for viewing the fireworks and so we settled in waiting to watch the fireworks while finishing oﬀ the remaining JD and Bacardi, certainly no
point in taking it home with us!
We waited, at 10pm no fireworks, at 10.15pm no fireworks, at 10.30pm still no fireworks. Maybe we had been told incorrectly, maybe there were to
be no fireworks? Deciding not to wait any longer and that we would head down to the rally site, I went back to our room needing the toilet before
going out. Well you guessed it, sitting on the throne I heard the first explosions (no it wasn’t me), the fireworks had begun. I had made the quickest
of exits and joined the others on the balcony. Whilst only lasting about ten minutes the fire works were some of the best I have seen, a thunderous
display filling the night sky and bathed in the ooh’s and arr’s of the watching crowd.
With the fireworks over we walked down to the rally stage catching the end of ‘High on heels’, an all girl band performing ‘house’ and ‘trance’
numbers. The crowd was much larger than the previous night with most of the beach area covered in merry, happy and seemingly ‘high’ party goers.
‘High on heels’ were followed by ‘The rolling stoned’ a ‘Rolling Stones’ tribute band. The Bands line up included all members of the ‘Rolling Stones’,
past and present, living and dead, an unusual sight if ever there was. Their set including tracks from the early blues numbers through to the later pop
hits were well received.
At 2.30am leaving the ‘hardcore’ party goers to finish the evening to the sounds of the club DJ that followed, we drifted back to our hotel along the
promenade. It was still bustling with people and bikes doing the ‘posers’ circuit of the rally site. The cacophony of noise, people, music and the
inevitable bike revving / back firing continued late into the night but with the eﬀect of the drink I think I was asleep before my head hit the pillow.

Should we have come over this bridge?

Well lets check the map.

We shouldn’t have come over this bridge

Well don’t ask Me

Where to now?

I

’m only the pillion!

Sunday 29th May (at Biograd-Na-Mura)
Today being our last at Biograd we had again decided to spend the day just lazing around and resting. Many of the bikes were leaving, the Polish
contingent staying at our hotel left in two groups almost as loudly as they had arrived, a dawn chorus not conducive with the previous late night
partying .
Following a late breakfast we headed down to the promenade, the Harley stands were being taken down, the ‘Berlin’ Harley stand doing last minute
business while packing away what remained. Hoping for last minute bargains was to no avail, even the event stall was still asking full price for pins
and ‘tees’ refusing to haggle. With Maria suﬀering severe ‘retail therapy’, withdrawal symptoms following a week of ‘National parks and waterfalls’,

we headed oﬀ into the ‘old town’ for some ‘shopping relief’. After ten minutes or so, Martin brilliantly suggested that the girls would enjoy shopping
much more without having to drag him and me around with them. Exit Maria and Viv to the shops, Martin and me to the cool shaded terrace of a
seafront bar for a much needed ‘hair of the dog’.
Maria and Viv returned some while later remaining disappointed, describing the shops in Biograd as ‘lacking’. Leaving the bar we strolled back
deciding to venture down to the rally site at the beach. This too was being cleared at a frantic rate, the traders, banners and bunting had all but
gone, only the remnants of the stage remained. The beach though was busier, many of the locals enjoying their Sunday afternoon with family. We
decided to take one last swim and the cool Adriatic again refreshed and revived us. We spent the remainder of the afternoon relaxing at the beach
before returning to the hotel to pack ready for tomorrow.
In the evening our hotel was now very quite. Virtually empty of bikers it had returned to its pre-season normality, the silence only broken by the
babble from a coach load of Italian tourists seated in the restaurant. We relaxed on the terrace with a couple of beers before an early night in
preparation for tomorrow and commencing our homeward journey. A little sad at the thought of leaving but we had thoroughly enjoyed our time here
in Croatia.
Monday 30th May (Biograd, Croatia to Lake Bled, Solvenia)
An early breakfast and with the bikes packed, we were oﬀ, heading North to Lake Bled in Slovenia for the night. Having ridden the magnificent coast
road on our way here we reluctantly decided to take the motorway home only for reason of speed. However, the motorways in Croatia are a sight in
themselves. Virtually all new and with road surfaces as smooth as a formula one track. The numerous bridges and tunnels are a marvelous spectacle
of engineering. Never before have I seen a three lane motorway with ‘hairpins’, it climbed high into the mountains disappearing into a tunnel before
emerging onto the plateau that lies in the heartland of Croatia. To us, the cost for riding all of this seemed extremely cheap, especially when later
compared to French ‘Peage’ standards. It cost about ten pounds to travel 160 miles, yet this must still be expensive by local standards as the
motorways were virtually empty with little or no national traﬃc. I would not be exaggerating to say that we saw no more than a dozen other vehicles
in nearly fifty miles.
Coincidence can often bring the greatest of surprises. It was when we were stopped at a service station in Northern Croatia having spent a week at
Biograd and having traveled somewhere close to two thousand miles that a voice from across the restaurant bellowed out ‘Martin’. It was ‘Rainy
Dave’ from the Sherwood chapter, a friend of Martin and Viv’s whom they hadn’t seen for several years. He too had been at the rally all week yet we
had not seen him, then here at a service station in the middle of nowhere they ‘just’ happen to bump into each other. It was though, an all too short
reunion. Dave was on his way home via Italy, us onto Slovenia, both with too little time to make the most of such encounters but a delight for Martin
and Viv to see him.
Arriving in Lake Bled about 4.00pm we found our way to the hotel. I had ‘Googled’ the location before leaving home and had the Satellite image of
the roads in my head. Unfortunately these images don’t always show every detail of the roads. As we turned into the lane that led to our hotel the
road climbed steeply, narrowed and was barred to cars. Not having checked for an alternative road before leaving home, I decided there was just
suﬃcient space to ride through the gap between the barriers. With a whisker to spare we found our way to the hotel.
We were staying in another ‘Heidi’ house, a small timber chalet in the grounds of the hotel. Whilst it was very nice, to me it was a little too modern, a
‘Disney’ interpretation, rather than the real thing that we had previously experienced in Berchtesgaden, Germany.

We walked down to the lake for the evening to find somewhere to eat. The lake is just over a mile long and just under a mile wide with a tiny island
to one end upon which stands a small church. The land quickly rises around the lake and perched upon the top of a steep cliﬀ rising from the lake is
Bled Castle. Bled was every bit as beautiful as I had been told by others who had been here before and like so many of the places that we had been
stopping at overnight on this trip I would sorely love to return with more time to spend and be able to see everything that each place has to oﬀer.
This evening’s meal was probably the best of the trip. We dined on Venison (how posh is that!) seated upon a terrace overlooking the lake. The sun
sank behind the mountains in the distance, reflections mirrored in the glass smooth water. The evening was only bettered when the local ‘specialty’
desert arrived. A cream cake to beat all others, approximately four inches square and three inches thick, a butter dough base covered with a layer of
vanilla cream, topped with a layer of whipped cream, crowned with another layer of butter dough and a liberal dusting of icing sugar. I thought it to
be a ‘coronary’ in waiting, but delicious to the last lick of the plate. If ever you visit Lake Bled and I recommend that you do, then you must have one
of their cakes!
Tuesday 31st May (Lake Bled, Slovenia to Mittersill, Austria)
This morning before leaving we took a ride around the lake. I would love to have walked around the lake but as so often on this trip time was against
us, so the bikes would do. The morning light gave a diﬀerent perspective to the lake but one that was every bit as beautiful as the previous evening.
Leaving Lake Bled and Slovenia behind us we entered Austria heading towards the Grossglockner pass, the highest pass in Austria and one of the
highest in Europe. This was another of the days that I was most looking forward to when planning our Croatian trip. For several weeks before leaving
home, everyday at lunch break I would check the web cams of the pass. Normally the pass is not opened to traﬃc until the start of May but this year
an early thaw had allowed the pass to be opened two weeks ahead of schedule in the middle of April. Each day at work I gazed at the clear blue
skies and dry roads of the web cams, dreaming that I would soon be there. Then only the week before we left, shock horror, a weather front had
dumped two foot of snow all across the pass and it was temporarily closed. It seems that they are well prepared for this and the next day it had
reopened, the roads clear once more but the snow piled to the sides. Knowing that the weather can change so quickly in the mountains, I had been
praying we would be lucky and the pass would be open when we arrived.
We rode through the valleys leading to the Grossglockner and whilst not quite a cloudless sky the sun was in plentiful supply occasionally
disappearing behind the odd cloud. As we neared the mountains the cloud cover increased, the mountain peaks disappearing and reappearing as
the clouds passed over. We were riding the pass from South to North, having read many reviews it would appear that most people ride it in the
opposite direction as the North Ramp oﬀers better views of the Grossglockner as you approach. Though in truth I do not think there is much
diﬀerence, in either direction the views are spectacular. Reaching the toll we were parted with the princely sum of 19 euro’s, probably one of the
most expensive roads in Europe but we later realised that it was worth every cent. The road from the toll climbed very steeply as if being launched
into space, the only view being skyward. The bike spluttered in the thin mountain air. At the release from each hairpin bend and with every twist of
the throttle when asking the bike for just a little more power it replied with a cough and a spit before taking breath and driving us ever higher.
Reaching the restaurant and visitor area that looks up to the Grossglockner and down to the 'Pasterze Glacier', Martin, Viv and Maria all said that
they were feeling light headed and faint (me, I was fine!). We had previously ridden at these altitudes through some of the Swiss passes and I
wondered whether it was the rate of accent rather than the altitude that had made them feel this way. The road was unbelievably steep and we had
climbed extremely quickly. The altitude didn’t however lessen everyone’s appetite as we indulged in yet more cream cakes and hot chocolates on
the restaurant terrace. Leaving the girls to visit the gift shop, Martin and I relaxed in the sun just taking in the view, though the summit of the

Grossglockner remained wistfully hidden behind a bank of cloud clinging to its peak. The girls returned from shopping Maria exclaiming that she had
seen a magnificent cow bell and simply must have one, Pleease! It was then that Martin thought I must be the one suﬀering from the altitude, my
reply of ‘what ever you want my love’ met with the biggest smile from Maria but not a thought as to how we were going to carry it.
With the packing rearranged to accommodate the newly treasured cow bell, we set oﬀ, climbing again to the summit of the pass. Nearing the top of
the pass we crossed the snow line. The roads remained clear and for the most part dry, but the snow to the sides of the road deepened, being more
than two metres in some places. Reaching the main summit of the pass we took the turn up to the Edelweiss Peak and the ‘Bikers nest’. The
summit of the main pass is at 2504 metres, the biker’s nest sits a top a spigot of rock to which the ‘cobbled’ road wends its way around and up a
further 69 metres to the peak at 2571 metres. From here you can walk up to the viewing tower giving 360º views of the surrounding mountain ranges
and valleys beyond and with the best view of the Grossglockner itself. It is diﬃcult to describe the feeling of being here without the use of too many
superlatives, but it really is an experience that should not be missed. If ever you find yourself in this part of Austria then you must ride the
Grossglockner and if you are not ‘just passing’ then make it a destination, with good weather you will not be disappointed.
Now getting late in the afternoon we descended down the North ramp leaving the snow behind. The mountainside once more became covered in
alpine trees, laying a carpet of green all around us as we headed towards Zell-em-See and onto our hotel for the night at Mittersill. We were less
than 2 miles from our hotel when the sky darkened and only five minutes too soon the heavens opened. A quick drenching but we were at our hotel
speedily covering the bikes as the Hotelier advised that with the threatening sky could soon come snow and hail!
Cursing having got wet at the very last but recalling the day’s ride we settled in for dinner, a few beers and a good nights rest.

Leaving Lake Bled

The Black Hole of the ‘Karawanken’ Tunnel

Approaching the Grossglockner (1)

Cows & Cowbells

Approaching the Grossglockner (2)

Approaching the Snow Line

In The Snow Line (1)

In The Snow Line (2)

Wednesday 1st June (Mittersill, Austria to Hohenschwangua, Germany)
Today was to be the shortest ride of our trip, only 150 miles, a jaunty down the road compared to many of the previous days. We were traveling to
Hohenschwangua in Germany better known for the Neuschwanstein castle which is even better known as the ‘Chitty, Chitty, Bang, Bang castle’.
That is unless you are an American tourist who thinks that this castle, built in the 1800’s, was modeled on the Disney’s ‘Sleeping Beauty’ castle. At
least the ones we met did!
Looking forward to a more leisurely pace today with only a limited amount of motorway, we were heading oﬀ through the ‘Thurn pass’ in the
direction of Kitzbuhl. The road again excellently surfaced and full of sweeping bends, though the pass was more through the valley between the
mountains rather than over them. Passing through Kitzbuhl we joined the motorway for a short 40 mile section towards Innsbruck before leaving to
join the ‘Fern Pass’. With the Austrian Tyrol behind we were now at the foot of the Black Forest region and as would be expected the area was
heavily wooded, the road cutting a swathe through the forest. Stopping near the summit of the pass at a restaurant overlooking the lake below, we
decided on ’Frankfurters’ for lunch, something I would regret for two reasons. First the taste would stay with me for the rest of the day, but secondly
it reminded Viv of a song from her youth, apparently entitled ‘Frankfurter Sandwiches’, in which the main tag line is ‘Every night he brings me
frankfurter sandwiches, frankfurter sandwiches’. Well could I get this out of my head, maybe it’s my mind but I am uncertain how this number ever
got past the censors? We carried onto Hohenschwangua, the afternoons riding blighted by this tune just playing over and over in my head only
replaced by Maria singing ‘Chitty Chitty Bang Bang’ in my ear as we neared the castle!
Arriving at our hotel I left Maria to shower and joined Martin for the now customary beer. Martin, waiting, had ordered two beers but was
complaining at the price. Being in Germany, the home of beer, I was surprised to hear that it was expensive. Then the beers arrived, Martin ordering
the usual two ‘big’ beers had failed to realise that in Germany a ‘big’ beer is a litre! Served in a heavy glass ‘Steiner’ this was to be my ‘lesson of the
day’, don’t order a beer that you cannot pick up. Two handed I managed the first sip! We carried on drinking while the girls went on a shopping
‘sortie’.
The evening was spent in the hotel restaurant and early to bed after too many ‘Big’ beers.

Too many ‘Big’ beers
Thursday 2nd June (Hohenschwangua, Germany to Strasbourg, France
It was an early breakfast today in order to visit the Castle. Our tour was scheduled for
11.25am, I had pre-booked the tour on the internet before leaving home having read
that there can be large queues and long waits to visit the castle. The ticket oﬃce
opened at 08.00am and we were in the short queue at 08.10am managing to change
our tickets for an earlier tour at 09.55am. From the village the castle can be reached
either by walking, bus or horse drawn carriage. The walk is up hill for about an hour
and with the excuse that we did not have time Martin and I were happy to ‘give in’ to
the girls and agreed to take the horse and carriage option.
Boarding one of the carriages the drivers wait until it is full before leaving. The horses were magnificent beasts, not the ‘hands’ of a Shire horse but
their neck and hind quarter muscles were larger than any other working horse I had ever seen. The carriage loaded with twelve adults and three
children the horses did seem to struggle as they pulled us up the hill, the driver cracking a whip and shouting at them. We began to feel sorry for the
poor horses and guilty of our laziness just sitting there, but they were immensely strong animals and carried us to the top. Upon reaching the top
and easing our guilt there is a watering station for the horses and it was pleasing to see that the horses were actually well cared for. The last stretch
to the castle was still by foot, about a five minute walk up to the entrance. Looking up to the castle as you arrive it is resplendent with white stone
walls and turrets topped with blue grey conical roofs, it is truly a ‘fairytale princess’ castle. At that this time of the morning it was relatively quiet
though the descending hordes of ‘coach’ tourists were arriving in their hundreds below.
The tour of the castle, you can only visit the castle by guided tour, lasts about thirty five minutes and takes you through eleven of the fourteen rooms
that have been finished. There are many more rooms, about 100 in total but much of the castle interior was never finished as the 2nd King Ludwig,
said to have been losing his mind, drowned while swimming one day before his piers had the chance to commit him! The rooms that you visit are
elaborately finished in the finest materials, an extravaganza of gold and marble with ornately carved wood furnishings. Everyone else thoroughly
enjoyed the visit though I left feeling just a little disappointed. Maybe my expectations were too high and don’t misunderstand me, what we saw was
magnificent but there wasn’t enough of it for me and being restricted to a guided tour it felt a little ‘rushed’ though I would still recommend a visit to
anyone who hasn’t seen the castle in real life. Returning to the village, again by horse and carriage, the queues outside the ticket oﬃce must have
been ‘three hundred’ deep and gave an indication of how busy the castle can be later in the day, an early morning visit is definitely the best time to
go.
Leaving Hohenschwangua behind, we headed for Strasbourg. Today’s riding was all motorways as we cut across the South of the ‘Black Forest
Region’ the scenery was enjoyable. The journey was uneventful and a little boring at times but the motorways served their purpose, getting us to
Strasbourg in time for tea. Never having been to Strasbourg before, thinking of it only as the home of the European parliament, I had been told that it
was very pretty and worthy of a visit but never seemed to find a reason to visit it before now.

We arrived at about 6.00pm checked into our hotel and freshened up. The hotel had secure private parking for the bikes, a bonus as the hotel was in
the centre of Strasbourg in the ‘Hospital Quarter’ near the old town ‘La Petite France’. Dining out tonight it was a five minute walk from the hotel
across the river Rhine into the old town. ‘La Petite France’ consists of an area about a half mile square, the river running through the centre splitting
into several canals. The buildings are all very old traditional timber framed structures lining the waterways, it is an extremely pretty place to visit.
Festooned with café bars and restaurants, it seemed that this is the place to eat for all our European MP’s, exquisite and expensive, but I’m sure on
an expense account for many! Struggling to find an empty table we walked around for quite a while eventual securing a spot outside at one of the
pavement restaurants. The evening was cooler but we enjoyed a relaxing meal watching the world pass by and trying to eaves drop on other
conversations in case of being the first to hear the next ‘Euro Scandal’.

‘Neuschwanstein’ Castle

I could be in trouble!

Friday 3rd June (Strasbourg to Reims)
Waking early today, Maria and I went for a stroll around the town and along the canal before breakfast. We didn’t get a chance to visit the cathedral
which looked very interesting but as we were heading to Reims today to visit the cathedral there we were not disappointed.
A leisurely breakfast and we left at about 10.30am. Today was again mostly motorway riding with about 220 miles to ride. The journey was again
uneventful or at least until reaching Reims. We were staying at the ‘Reims Mecure’, the route being to simply exit the motorway that runs through the
city centre, turn right, turn left and the hotel would be in front of us, well that was the plan. I had driven through Reims many times before and in my
mind knew exactly where to turn oﬀ, unfortunately, since the last time I had come this way they have built a new motorway that bypasses the centre

of Reims. Missing our turn oﬀ to the ‘old’ motorway’ we carried onto the next junction and exited. Luckily with the ‘metal plate’ working today, the
sun behind us and sight of the Cathedral in the distance we managed to find our way back ‘on route’ in no time at all, arriving at our hotel about
15.30pm. The hotel was a typical corporate hotel and after all the beautiful places that we had stayed seemed very dull and bland but it served its
purpose as it was only a ten minute walk from the Cathedral.
Before leaving the hotel to visit the cathedral, Maria and I presented Martin with a little present. While still at home and knowing Martin’s initial
reservations about riding to Croatia and being shot at, we’d had a tee shirt printed with a large target on the chest and below it ‘Croatia 2011 The
bullet proof tour’. Seeing that we had returned thus far from Croatia without having been ‘shot’, we assumed it safe to give Martin his present! It
certainly amused him, even more so when I removed my shirt to reveal an identical tee shirt. In our shirts and looking like twins from diﬀerent
parents without fashion sense we set oﬀ walking to the ‘chic’ city centre and the cathedral.
Reims cathedral was beautiful with its Gothic architecture and towering spires. Like all cathedrals I have visited in France it is free to enter, unlike all
the cathedrals I have visited in England! We spent about an hour touring the cathedral most known to me for it links with ‘Joan of Arc’, it truly was
inspiring. Pausing for an Ice cream outside, we noticed these ‘Tardiz’ looking boxes in the square facing the cathedral and recognized them from a
previous visit to Amiens cathedral in Northern France. The boxes are used to project a light show onto the cathedral’s façade. Questioning when the
next show would be Martin visited the tourist oﬃce where the helpful lady told him that the light shows are only on Sunday’s and ‘special’ days. This
being Saturday we were disappointed remembering the light shows we had seen before in Amiens.
At this time we also noticed one of those ‘tourist road trains’ that take you around the city centre. Dressed like a tourist I felt at ease riding the ‘train’
and pointing the camera at any thing remotely of interest. Despite being terribly ‘touristy’, in truth the train ride did show us parts of the city that we
would not have seen had we just gone for a walk. Once again it showed us that we needed more time for everything! Beyond the cathedral Reims
has a lot of interesting streets and shops and perhaps one day we will return for a longer visit.
We enjoyed our last evening meal of the holiday on the roof terrace of a restaurant close to the cathedral. Yet another fine meal with good beer and
in excellent company, the weather was very warm and humid, late into the evening a tee shirt was still all that was needed. What better way to finish
our trip. Well in fact there was to be an unexpected treat to the end of this trip.
Leaving the restaurant we noticed a large crowd had gathered in the square before the cathedral, it was apparent they were assembled to see the
light show. It seemed that today was a ‘special’ day, quite why the lady in the tourist oﬃce didn’t mention that before I do not know!
Again it is diﬃcult to describe what we saw, but in brief it is a sequence of lighting eﬀects that are projected onto the face of the cathedral. A white
light, the shadows of which cast an eerie eﬀect upon the gothic architecture changes to a coloured projection with such precision that the stone
carvings of the bishops appear lifelike such is the detail of their skin tones and robes. Various other sequences are played out in the light show
which lasts for twenty minutes or more. It is most definitely worth seeing if you have the opportunity.
Returning to the hotel and from our bedroom window we could see the cathedral still lit. A second performance was being shown as went to bed.

Saturday 4th June (Reims, France to Home)
This was it, the last day, sorry to be ending such a fantastic trip and wishing it could last longer. It is always the same though, knowing that we must
go home the last day is always a little ‘flat’, the ‘just get me home to my own bed’ emotions kicking in.
We left Reims heading up the motorway to the ‘Euro tunnel’. Stopping for breakfast at a service station I think tiredness was catching up on me. As
we left the services we took the wrong exit and with no alternative ‘out’, we were heading back towards Reims. Much swearing at myself and ten
miles later we managed to exit the motorway crossing over to rejoin in the right direction. We had traveled over 2600 miles since leaving home,
across six countries, two mountain ranges, into and out of several major cities and with the exception of a couple of wrong turnings in the
‘backwaters’ of Croatia my directions had been faultless. How could I have been so stupid on a simple motorway!
The tunnel crossing was as always, eﬀortless. We emerged into the light, back to good old ‘blighty’ and the M20. Whether it is because we had been
traveling on the excellent European roads both motorways and byways but it is always the same and it seems to be so busy and chaotic when you
return to England, especially the M20. I always hate this part of any journey.
Back to the cold, but thankfully dry, we headed home stopping at Copdock to say our goodbyes. It had been brilliant from start to end, from visiting
the KehlsteinHaus to swimming at the Krka waterfalls, from the old city of Zadar to standing a top the Grossglockner, every day had been one that I
will never forget. Of course in the middle of all this there was the European Rally, the reason for the trip in the first instance but in the end it was
almost a sideshow to the main event the journey itself. On Harley with good friends this is how such trips are meant to be and this was one that is
not to be forgotten. Now to planning the next one!
TOUR FACTS
Total Mileage
Total diﬀerent countries visited
Total borders crossed
Modes of transport
Currencies used

2860 Miles
6
10
Bike / Boat / Train / Bus / Horse drawn carriage (and a little bit of walking!)
GB pound / Euro/ Kuna

New members joined this year
Neil Billig and the Chapter committee welcome the
following new members who have joined since January:
Frank Hoffman
Dave Wagland
Henry Navarro
James Sayer and Ashleigh Kerridge
Pat Reavey and Pauline Middleton
Clive Wilson and Pat West

We look forward to seeing you out on the road and a
future events "

Long serving member Will
Hoather out on his Springer
Softail

Blast from the Past……………

Chapter members pose for a photo during an
Easter egg run to East Anglia Children’s Hospice
DIRECTOR

Soaking up the atmosphere Fenlander Style at the 10th Enefest….Great memories, Great Chapter!

Poker Run from (the now no more) Walk the Dog, Chatteris……

&

EVENT COORDINATOR
Neil Billig
director@fenlandershog.co.uk
07768 755255 or 01603 746668

And Finally……….
Local custom bike builder
completes recent project for
Lockdown Show!
John, the proud creator of his
latest dream machine, was
heard to say ‘my next project
is to build a replica servi-car
out of a wheelbarrow and a
sewing machine motor’

